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The International Report on Snow & Mountain Tourism has just been issued. This
11th edition has been presented on April 11th to the press in Grenoble in
cooperation with the organisers of Mountain Planet International Exhibition.
Based on the latest global figures, it presents a perspective of the ski market
brighter than usually disseminated.
Highlight - Skiing is not dead!
For the second year in a row, the winter season 2017/18 shows again a global trend
upwards. Even if, as usually, some countries or regions performed better than others, this
gives a positive sign after 3 years of decline. Although the worldwide ski industry faces
challenges and the numbers of skiers in western countries tend to be more or less stagnant
when not decreasing, the global performance remains at a high level. The 2017/18
winter globally ranks as the 4th best ski season of the new millennium.
Facts & Figures






Worldwide 2017/18 global skier visits count is 5% over 2016/17 season, which was itself
4% over 2015/16.
Skier visits have been substantially rising in most of the Scandinavian countries, for
several years in a row. It is the only region in Western markets where current attendance
is much better that is was 10 years ago.
Southern hemisphere also performed very well in spite of relative small volumes and had
its best season ever. It is not only about 10% over former season but also 25% over
situation 10 years ago.
2018 Winter Olympics did not bring any positive impulse in the ski industry in South
Korea and the attendance at ski resorts is continuing to decline.
China is now number 3 worldwide in terms of number of national skiers, after United
States and Germany. Ski industry growth is going on with the perspective of 2022 Winter
Games.

News & trends


Limited growth in Eastern Europe, Central Asia and Middle East; despite lifts upgrades in
existing ski areas and newly built state of the art resorts, attendance did not show yet a
substantial growth everywhere. In some places, ski infrastructure developed quicker than
ski culture of the local population and foreign visitors’ numbers may have been





overestimated. Coupled with economic slowdown in some places, this also involves that
several promising projects are now in hold or developing at a slower pace than expected.
Russian clients have limited their travel to Europe for several seasons now. This provided
for some domestic growth in skier visits and also benefited some neighbouring countries
like Georgia. Even if the growth in attendance in Russian ski resort slowed down after the
stimulation of Sochi Winter Olympics was off, development potential is not yet exhausted.
Consolidation of the industry goes on in the United States, with several additional resorts
entering the circle of Vail Resorts and Alterra Mountain Company. Multi-resorts seasonal
passes also enlarge their number of participants and popularity. Besides, US lift ticket
window price is going on increasing, with average daily price having doubled within 12
years, reaching USD 122.

Outlook






Future positive prospects in Scandinavia, supported by the opening of an airport to
facilitate access to several large ski resorts.
Otherwise, generally speaking, on the western markets, the high competition to ski
activities combined with the demographics and the stagnation of the middle class do not
provide for substantial development perspectives.
Continuous development in China, with new ski areas and indoor ski centres opening
each year.
Central Asia and Middle East domestic markets no yet ready to support substantial ski
resort development.
Still hopes that Japan and Korea will find ways to stop the decline in visitation.

Coverage: There are currently 67 countries in the world that offer equipped outdoor ski
areas covered with snow. Taking into account indoor facilities , mountaineering-only areas
and other types of facilities such as dry slopes, the figure can be as high as 100 . Even if
snow fields are much more numerous, about 2’000 ski resorts have been identified
worldwide. Besides the major ski destinations in terms of skier visits, there are a number of
other, smaller destinations, where skiing has been an industry for a long time, or is currently
developing. The most obvious new destinations are Eastern Europe and China, but there are
a number of other small players spread out across the globe: Cyprus, Greece, India, Iran,
Israel, Lebanon, Lesotho, Morocco, New Zealand, Pakistan, South Africa, Turkey and many
more.

Laurent Vanat: Besides his personal involvement in the sector of snow & mountain
tourism, Laurent Vanat runs his own consulting firm specialized in business management,
Laurent Vanat Consulting Ltd. He is working on economic aspects, in industries from all
backgrounds, which go well beyond the snow and the mountain. One of his specialties is to
assist companies in the study of their business plan. Laurent Vanat has been invited to
present his report at various international meetings, including the OITAF Congress in Rio ,
those of the WTO in Andorra, Almaty, Tbilisi and Ulsan, Asia Pacific Snow Conference –
ALPITEC/ISPO in Beijing, Mountain Planet in Grenoble, various meetings of the FIS and the
meetings of Grand Ski in Chambéry , among others.
You can download the full report from website www.vanat.ch / page Publications
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